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:- sECTloN - A

This Section contains four bunches each of four questions. Answer all questions.

Each bunch carries a weightage of one.

Bunch - |

'1. The saturation current under reverse biased condition of a p-n junction is due to

a) majority carriers b) minority carriers

c) protons d) none of the above

2. ln case of silicon diode cut in voltage is approximately

a) 0.7 V b) 0.3 V c) 0.5 V d) 1.0 V

- \- 3. A MOSFET can be used as a

,: a) current controlled capacitor b) a current controlled inductor

v c) voltage controlled inductor d) voltage controlled capacitor

4. When a BJT is used as a switch it operates in

a) cut-off and saturation region b) cut-off and active region

c) in both a and b d) none of the above

Bunch - ll

5. Maximum efficiency expected from an idealfull wave rectifier is 

-
6. Most of the semiconductors have temperature coefficient of resistance.

P,T.O.
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7. When a p-n junction is reversed biased the depletion layerwidth

L When a &lT is biased base emitter junction will be

Bunch - lll
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biased.

9. Maximum efficiency expected from an ideal Class A amplifier is

10. ln AM, of carrierwave changes according to signal wave.

1 1 . For a Hartley oscillator, f requency of oscillation is given by the formula

12. Stability factorfor a CB configuration is

Bunch - lV

13. is a two terminal, three layer, bidirectional semiconductor deviee. <

14. The Gate terminal of a MOSFET is isolated from the semiconductor by a thin
Iayerof

15. Output resistance foran ideal OP AMP is

16. CMRFI for an ideal OP AMP will be

SECTION - B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries a weightage of one"

17. Mention an application of Zener diode in electronics,

18. What is an emitter follower ? What is its use in electronics ?

19. Distinguish between ct and B of atransistor.

20. Draw the symbol of a n Chanel enhancement mode JFET and identify the leads.

21. ln CB confirmation a is always less than unity. Why ?

22. Whal is ripple factor of a rectifier ?

23. Write down Shockley's equation forJFET.

. -n
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24. Why we need modulation in transmitting a signal ?

25. What are the disadvantages of FM ?

26. What is a super heterodyne receiver ?

27. What is a tunnel diode ?

28. Draw the schematic of a subtractor arnplifier.

SECTION - C

Answer any five questions. Each question carries a weightage of two.

29. A zener diode of break down voltage 6.2V is used to regulate an input voltage

that fluctuates between 9 V and 12V .lt is connected across a load of 1 Kfi and

a series resistor of 330fi . Calculate the minimum value of zener current.

30. The bias current and enritter current of a silicon transistor in common base

configuration are 50 pA and 2 mA respectively at an instant. Find the collector

current and cx for the transistor.

31. A transistor is connected in CE configuration. When the collector emitter voltage

is changed from 7.5V to 12.5 V while keeping base current fixed. lt is found that

collector current changes from 4. 4m A to 4.9m A. Calculate output voltage.

32. An ac voltage of peak value 10 V is connected in series with a silicon diode and

resistance of 100f). lf the fonrvard resistance of the diode is 104 find peak

current through the diode and peak output voltage.

33. An amplifier has a band width of 500 KHz and a voltage gain of 100. What will be

its new band width if we apply an negative feedback of 1 0%? Also calculate gain

with this feedback.

34. A phase shift oscillator is designed to have a frequency of 1 KHz.lf it uses equal

resistance each of 4.7 Kf) , calculate capacitance value of the capacitors required.
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35. An inverting amplifier with OP-AMP uses 1 K O as input resistance and 1 0 K O

as feedback resistance. lf 10 mV dc is applied as input calculate the output

voltage and voltage gain.

36. A transistor in CE configuration has hf" = 110 and Rc = 4.7 kO. lf hie = 1kf) ,

Calculate voltage gain.

SECTION - D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries a weightage of four.

37. Explain working of a centre tap fullwave rectifier and get an expression for ripple v
factor. 

'""v -' 
-.:

g8. With help of neat diagram explain different regions in the output characteristics \"r/
",i-')',.,' of a NPN transistor in CB configuration.

39. Describe with neat diagram the working of a summing amplifier. Modify it to get

average of 3 inputs.
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